Städtisches Klinikum Dessau (Dessau Municipal Hospital) is one of the most modern hospitals in Germany with 17 departments and about 1,400 employees, and as the third largest medical location in Saxony-Anhalt offers a broad range of modern patient care. The hospital is centrally located in Central Germany for regional and supra-regional as well as international patients, and is conveniently located on the autobahn and therefore near the Berlin and Leipzig airports.

Tradition and modernity
The Bauhaus City of Dessau looks back at an eventful industrial history which is inseparably linked with the Junkers aircraft factories. A few of the listed buildings of the once famous factories not far from the “Hugo Junkers” Technical Museum opened in 2001 can be visited today.

In the meantime, Dessau together with Roßlau forms a double city and is the headquarters of the German Federal Environmental Agency (UBA), whose newly constructed building represents an ecological prototype building that is open to interested visitors.

Worth visiting are the city museum, zoo and definitely the historical collections of the Anhalt State Library, because unique treasures from the estates of famous reformers and theologians, composers, writers and artists from the medieval period to the modern era are stored here.

Several churches in Dessau-Roßlau invite visitors to contemplate and pray: St. Mary’s Church, St. John’s Church, St. George’s Church, St. Peter’s Church, Resurrection Church, St. Paul’s Church, Church of Christ, St. Peter and Paul Provost Church, Trinity and St. Josef.

Gardens and parks
The Dessau-Wörlitz Garden Realm with its unique density of monuments on an area comprising 142 square kilometres represents a world view of the era of the royal court in Dessau. It was created in the second half of the 18th century along the Middle Elbe and Lower Mulde rivers. It essentially encompasses the area of the historic Principality of Anhalt-Dessau and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Georgium Palace with the State Art Gallery and in terms of art history with the most important landscaped park in English style is among the main sights.

There are worthwhile excursions to Luisium Palace, Chinese Bridge and Orangery or the Gothic House and Mosigkau Palace, the “Pearl of the Rococo”. This was built from 1752 to 1757 by the architect Knobelsdorff as a summer residence for Princess Anna Wilhelmine of Anhalt-Dessau and forms the magnificent setting for a collection of paintings in the middle of a pleasure garden.

Culture and architecture
One of the largest stage houses in Europe repeatedly celebrates highly acclaimed premières in Dessau-Roßlau. The Anhalt Theatre Dessau unites drama, musical theatre, ballet and puppet theatre under one roof. Apart from theatre, the Bauhaus provides a supra-regional artistic aura for the city. The arguably most famous artists’ colony of the 20th century is complete again since May 2014 with the two new Masters’ Houses in Dessau-Ziebigk. Like the Bauhaus, the four Masters’ Houses are also part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site. The cubical residential houses and studio houses of that time are now exhibition and event sites.

Recreation and relaxation
Several restaurants in the city provide creature comforts. Whether it is home-style cooking, Italian, Greek or Chinese cuisine, you will find the suitable locality for any taste here.

Sports enthusiasts will also feel good in Dessau-Roßlau. Football and handball players, track and field athletes, gymnasts and tennis players celebrate victories here. Modern facilities such as the Anhalt Arena Dessau are venues for national and international sporting events, and even the golf handicap can be improved on a 9-hole course.

Comfortable atmosphere
included: nearly all specialisations are advantageous ly combined for patients at Dessau Hospital. Moreover, the comfortable hotel ward offers patients a modern atmosphere with extra service as an optional benefit.
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